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Latent viral infection is a persistent cause of human disease.
Although standard antiviral therapies can suppress active viral
replication, no existing treatment can effectively eradicate latent
infection and therefore a cure is lacking for many prevalent viral
diseases. The prokaryotic immune system clustered regularly inter-
spaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)/Cas evolved as a natural
response to phage infections, and we demonstrate here that the
CRISPR/Cas9 system can be adapted for antiviral treatment in
human cells by specifically targeting the genomes of latent viral
infections. Patient-derived cells from a Burkitt’s lymphoma with la-
tent Epstein–Barr virus infection showed dramatic proliferation ar-
rest and a concomitant decrease in viral load after exposure to
a CRISPR/Cas9 vector targeted to the viral genome.
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The herpesviridae virus family consists of some of the most
widespread human pathogens in the world. More than 90%

of adults have been infected with at least one of the eight sub-
types of herpes viruses, and latent infection persists in most
people (1). These herpes virus subtypes infect a wide range of
cells, including epithelium, neuron, monocyte, and lymphocyte,
and the consequences can be either mild (herpes simplex
by HSV-1) or severe [cancer by Epstein–Barr virus (EBV) and
Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated herpes virus]. HSV infection is also
a known risk factor for HIV (2). In its latent state, the viral
genome persists within the host cells and it has not been possible
to find therapeutic approaches that completely eradicate such
infections.
Since its discovery 50 y ago, EBV has been a closely studied

member of the herpesviridae. As one of the most common human
viruses, EBV causes infectious mononucleosis and is associated
with certain forms of lymphoma. To date, however, no EBV
vaccine or treatment exists. EBV is highly efficient at transforming
quiescent human B lymphocytes; the resulting lymphoblastoid cell
lines are now commonly used for human genetic studies, and it is
possible to use patient-derived cells that propagate directly in
culture because of the viral infection and require no other ma-
nipulation. The EBV genome encodes about 85 genes, several of
which are essential for lytic or latent infection. During latency, the
EBV genome circularizes and resides in the cell nucleus as an
episome. EBV latency usually progresses through three programs,
with protein production decreasing from full sets of EBV nuclear
antigens (EBNAs) and latent membrane proteins to just EBNA1.
EBNA1 binds to the EBV origin of replication (oriP) to maintain
viral episomes; it also regulates expression of other viral genes.
Most current antiviral drug development programs are focused

on protein targets and are only effective in preventing active viral
replication. It has been recognized that it would be useful to target
latent infections with viral genome-specific nucleases (3–5), but
the challenges of engineering sequence-specific nucleases have
hampered progress. Clustered regularly interspaced short palin-
dromic repeat (CRISPR)/Cas9 is a naturally occurring bacterial
immune system that uses a novel nuclease system to protect
bacteria from phage infection (6–9), and it has recently been
harnessed for a variety of genome-engineering applications (10–
17). DNA sequence recognition requires only a single 20-nt guide

RNA and a protospacer adjacent motif, which enables one to
rapidly engineer and test a large number of DNA cleavage sites
(17–20). Here we demonstrate a therapeutic strategy for herpes
virus by targeting the CRISPR/Cas9 system directly to essential
viral genome sequences.

Results
A Natural Model of Latent EBV Infection. As the first discovered
human tumor virus, EBV was initially isolated from cultured
Burkitt’s lymphoma samples (21). The Raji cell line was the first
established long-term culture from Burkitt’s lymphoma patients
(22, 23), and is one of the most extensively studied EBV models.
The close relationship between the Raji EBV genome and the
EBV reference (24) provides a straightforward blueprint for
genome engineering. We therefore used Raji cells for most of
the work that follows.

Design of EBV-Targeting CRISPR/Cas9. Plasmids consisting of a U6
promoter-driven chimeric guide RNA (sgRNA) and a ubiquitous
promoter-driven Cas9 were obtained from Addgene, as described
by Cong et al. (11). An EGFP marker fused after the Cas9 protein
allowed selection of Cas9+cells (Fig. 1A). We adapted a modified
chimeric guide RNA design for more efficient Pol-III transcription
and more stable stem-loop structure (25).
Lymphocytes are known for being resistant to lipofection, and

therefore we used nucleofection for DNA delivery into Raji cells.
We chose the Lonza pmax promoter to drive Cas9 expression
because it offered strong expression within Raji cells. Twenty-
four hours after nucleofection, we observed obvious EGFP sig-
nals from a small proportion of cells through fluorescent
microscopy. The EGFP+ cell population decreased dramati-
cally after that, however, and we measured <10% transfection
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efficiency 48 h after nucleofection (Fig. 1B). We attributed
this transfection efficiency decrease to the plasmid dilution
with cell division. To actively maintain the plasmid level
within the host cells, we redesigned the CRISPR plasmid to
include the EBV origin of replication sequence, oriP. With
active plasmid replication inside the cells, the transfection
efficiency rose to >60% (Fig. 1B).
To design guide RNA targeting the EBV genome, we relied on

the EBV reference genome from strain B95-8. We targeted six
regions with seven guide RNA designs for different genome-
editing purposes (Fig. 1C and Table S1). EBNA1 is crucial for
many EBV functions, including gene regulation and latent ge-
nome replication. We targeted guide RNA sgEBV4 and sgEBV5
to both ends of the EBNA1 coding region to excise this whole
region of the genome. Guide RNAs sgEBV1, -2, and -6 fall in
repeat regions, so that the success rate of at least one CRISPR
complex is multiplied. These “structural” targets enable sys-
tematic digestion of the EBV genome into smaller pieces.
EBNA3C and latent membrane protein-1 are essential for host

cell transformation, and we designed guide RNAs sgEBV3 and
sgEBV7 to target the 5′ exons of these two proteins, respectively.

EBV Genome Editing. The double-strand DNA breaks generated
by CRISPR are repaired with small deletions. These deletions
will disrupt the protein coding and hence create knockout
effects. SURVEYOR assays confirmed efficient editing of in-
dividual sites (Fig. S1). Beyond the independent small deletions
induced by each guide RNA, which disable individual genes,
large deletions between targeting sites can systematically destroy
the EBV genome. Guide RNA sgEBV2 targets a region with 12
125-bp repeat units (Fig. 2A). PCR amplification of the whole
repeat region gave an ∼1.8-kb band (Fig. 2B). After 5 or 7 d
of sgEBV2 transfection, we obtained ∼0.4-kb bands from the
same PCR amplification (Fig. 2B). The ∼1.4-kb deletion is the
expected product of repair ligation between cuts in the first
and the last repeat unit (Fig. 2A).
We further demonstrated that it is possible to delete regions

between unique targets (Fig. 2C). Six days after sgEBV4-5
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Fig. 1. EBV-targeting CRISPR/Cas9 designs. (A) Scheme of CRISPR/Cas plasmids, adapted from ref. 11. (B) Effect of oriP on transfection efficiency in Raji cells.
Both Cas9 and Cas9-oriP plasmids have a scrambled guide RNA. (C) CRISPR guide RNA targets along the EBV reference genome. Green, red, and blue rep-
resent three different target sequence categories.
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Fig. 2. CRISPR/Cas9 induced large deletions. (A) Genome context around guide RNA sgEBV2 and PCR primer locations. (B) Large deletion induced by sgEBV2.
Lanes 1–3 are before, 5 d after, and 7 d after sgEBV2 treatment, respectively. (C) Genome context around guide RNA sgEBV3/4/5 and PCR primer locations. (D)
Large deletions induced by sgEBV3/5 and sgEBV4/5. Lanes 1 and 2 are 3F/5R PCR amplicons before and 8 d after sgEBV3/5 treatment. Lanes 3 and 4 are 4F/5R
PCR amplicons before and 8 d after sgEBV4/5 treatment. (E and F) Sanger sequencing confirmed genome cleavage and repair ligation 8 d after sgEBV3/5 (E)
and sgEBV4/5 (F) treatment. Blue and white background highlights the two ends before repair ligation.
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transfection, PCR amplification of the whole flanking region
(with primers EBV4F and -5R) returned a shorter amplicon,
together with a much fainter band of the expected 2 kb (Fig. 2D).
Sanger sequencing of amplicon clones confirmed the direct
connection of the two expected cutting sites (Fig. 2F). A similar
experiment with sgEBV3-5 also returned an even larger deletion,
from EBNA3C to EBNA1 (Fig. 2 D and E).

Cell Proliferation Arrest with EBV Genome Destruction. Two days
after CRISPR transfection, we flow-sorted EGFP+ cells for
further culture and counted the live cells daily. As expected, cells
treated with Cas9 plasmids that lacked oriP or sgEBV lost EGFP
expression within a few days and proliferated with a rate similar
rate to the untreated control group (Fig. 3A). Plasmids with
Cas9-oriP and a scrambled guide RNA maintained EGFP ex-
pression after 8 d, but did not reduce the cell proliferation rate.
Treatment with the mixed mixture sgEBV1–7 resulted in no
measurable cell proliferation and the total cell count either
remained constant or decreased (Fig. 3A). Flow-cytometry
scattering signals clearly revealed alterations in the cell mor-
phology after sgEBV1–7 treatment, as the majority of the cells
shrank in size with increasing granulation (Fig. 3 B–D) (pop-
ulation P4 to P3 shift). Cells in population P3 also demonstrated
compromised membrane permeability by DAPI staining (Fig. 3
E–G). To rule out the possibility of CRISPR cytotoxicity, espe-
cially with multiple guide RNAs, we performed the same treat-
ment on two other samples: the EBV− Burkitt’s lymphoma cell
line DG-75 (Fig. S2) and primary human lung fibroblast IMR90
(Fig. S3). Eight and 9 d after transfection, the cell proliferation
rates did not change from the untreated control groups, sug-
gesting negligible cytotoxicity.
Previous studies have attributed the tumorigenic ability of

EBV to its interruption of host-cell apoptosis (26). Suppressing
EBV activity may therefore restore the apoptosis process, which
could explain the cell death observed in our experiment. Annexin
V staining revealed a distinct subpopulation of cells with intact
cell membrane but exposed phosphatidylserine, suggesting cell
death through apoptosis (Fig. 3 E–G). Bright-field microscopy

showed obvious apoptotic cell morphology (Fig. 3 H and I) and
fluorescent staining demonstrated drastic DNA fragmentation
(Fig. 3 J–M). Taken together, these data suggest restoration of
the normal host-cell apoptosis pathway after EBV genome
destruction.

Complete Clearance of EBV in a Subpopulation. To study the po-
tential connection between cell proliferation arrest and EBV
genome editing, we quantified the EBV load in different samples
with digital PCR targeting EBNA1. Another Taqman assay tar-
geting a conserved human somatic locus served as the internal
control for human DNA normalization. On average, each un-
treated Raji cell has 42 copies of EBV genome (Fig. 4A). Cells
treated with a Cas9 plasmid that lacked oriP or sgEBV did not
have an obvious difference in EBV load difference from the
untreated control. Cells treated with a Cas9-plasmid with oriP
but no sgEBV had an EBV load that was reduced by ∼50%. In
conjunction with the prior observation that cells from this ex-
periment did not show any difference in proliferation rate, we
interpret this result as likely caused by competition for EBNA1
binding during plasmid replication. The addition of the guide
RNA mixture sgEBV1–7 to the transfection further reduced the
EBV load. The live and dead cells have ∼65% EBV and 85%
decreases, respectively, compared with the untreated control,
and as previously discussed these cells did not proliferate.
Although we provided seven guide RNAs at the same molar

ratio, the plasmid transfection and replication process is likely
quite stochastic. Some cells will inevitably receive different
subsets or mixtures of the guide RNA mixture, which might af-
fect the treatment efficiency. To control for such effects, we
measured EBV load at the single-cell level by using single-cell
whole-genome amplification with an automated microfluidic
system. We loaded freshly cultured Raji cells onto the micro-
fluidic chip and captured 81 single cells (Fig. 4B). For the
sgEBV1–7 treated cells, we flow-sorted the live cells 8 d after
transfection, and captured 91 single cells (Fig. 4C). Following the
manufacturer’s instructions, we obtained ∼150-ng amplified
DNA from each single-cell reaction chamber. For quality-control
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Fig. 3. Cell proliferation arrest with EBV genome destruction. (A) Cell proliferation curves after different CRISPR treatments. Five independent sgEBV1–7 treat-
ments are shown here. (B–D) Flow-cytometry scattering signals before (B), 5 d after (C), and 8 d after (D) sgEBV1–7 treatments. (E–G) Annexin V Alexa647 and DAPI
staining results before (E), 5 d after (F), and 8 d after (G) sgEBV1–7 treatments. Blue and red correspond to subpopulation P3 and P4 in (B–D). (H and I) Microscopy
revealed apoptotic cell morphology after sgEBV1–7 treatment. (J–M) Nuclear morphology before (J) and after (K–M) sgEBV1–7 treatment. (Scale bars: 10 μm.)
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purposes, we performed four-loci human somatic DNA quanti-
tative PCR on each single-cell amplification product (27) and
required positive amplification from at least one locus. Sixty-nine
untreated single-cell products passed the quality control and
displayed a log-normal distribution of EBV load (Fig. 4D), with
almost every cell displaying significant amounts of EBV genomic
DNA. We calibrated the quantitative PCR assay with a subclone
of Namalwa Burkitt’s lymphoma cells, which contain a single
integrated EBV genome. The single-copy EBV measurements
gave a Ct of 29.8, which enabled us to determine that the mean Ct
of the 69 Raji single cell samples corresponded to 42 EBV copies
per cells, in concordance with the bulk digital PCR measure-
ment. For the sgEBV1–7 treated sample, 71 single-cell products
passed the quality control and the EBV load distribution was
dramatically wider (Fig. 4E). Although 22 cells had the same
EBV load as the untreated cells, 19 cells had no detectable EBV
and the remaining 30 cells displayed dramatic EBV load de-
crease from the untreated sample.

Essential Targets for EBV Treatment. The seven guide RNAs in our
CRISPRmixture target three different categories of sequences that
are important for EBV genome structure, host cell transformation,
and infection latency, respectively. To understand the most es-
sential targets for effective EBV treatment, we transfected Raji
cells with subsets of guide RNAs. Although sgEBV4/5 reduced the
EBV genome by 85%, they could not suppress cell proliferation as
effectively as the full mixture (Fig. 3A). Guide RNAs targeting the
structural sequences (sgEBV1/2/6) could stop cell proliferation
completely, despite not eliminating the full EBV load (26% de-
crease). Given the high efficiency of genome editing and the pro-
liferation arrest (Fig. 2), we suspect that the residual EBV genome
signature in sgEBV1/2/6 was not because of intact genomes but
because of free-floating DNA that has been digested out of the
EBV genome (i.e., as a false positive). We conclude that systematic
destruction of EBV genome structure appears to be more effective
than targeting specific key proteins for EBV treatment.

Discussion
We report here what is, to our knowledge, the first application of
the CRISPR/Cas9 system to latent viral infection treatment. A
Burkitt’s lymphoma cell line with latent EBV infection served as
a natural model. EBV-specific guide RNAs induced effective

genome editing, especially large deletions. Transfection of a guide
RNA mixture completely suppressed virally induced cell pro-
liferation and restored the apoptosis pathway in the cells. Around
25% of the treated cells were completely cleared of EBV with no
detectable viral DNA, and another 50% of cells showed substantial
EBV load decrease relative to the untreated sample. Because any
practical therapeutic could be administered in multiple doses, it is
not necessary to obtain complete elimination of all virus-infected
cells with a single treatment; the geometric reduction effect from
multiple doses will amplify the efficacy of any such treatment. It is
also quite possible that partial viral elimination, either on a per cell
or a per patient basis, will provide a synergistic opportunity for the
sensitized immune system of the patient to more effectively control
or eliminate residual latent infection.
Latent infection is one of the major obstacles for antiviral

treatment. Existing therapies suppress active viral replication
and alleviate symptoms, but latent infection can evade immune
surveillance and reactivate the lytic cycle at any time; this creates
a persistent risk throughout the host lifetime. The availability of
viral genomes as therapeutic targets inspired the engineering of
DNA-cleavage enzymes for targeted DNA mutagenesis. Prior
studies of the efficacy of endonuclease treatment of herpesvir-
idae infections, however, had significant limitations. It was shown
that meganuclease treatment of cell lines could prevent infection
by HSV (28), but the effects of previously existing latent infec-
tions were not explored. Another study explored latency treat-
ment using a meganuclease combined with an exonuclease in an
HSV model system (5). The cell lines were derived from fibro-
blasts and not neurons, which are the natural targets of HSV,
and the ultimate relevance is still unknown because it was not
shown that the virus could be completely eliminated even in this
model system, where the cell biology may be distant from the
naturally occurring infection. Thus far, the lack of an adequate in
vitro model for HSV infection has hampered antiviral research.
The continuous Burkitt’s lymphoma cell lines derived from dif-
ferent patients provide a convenient and naturally occurring
renewable source of material for EBV studies, which is in con-
trast to the lack of easily available HSV models.
The high viral mutation rate also hampers the wide application

of most sequence-specific DNA-cleavage enzymes, as each
sequence-specific enzyme requires sophisticated designing. The
CRISPR/Cas system has attracted great attention as a simple and
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Fig. 4. EBV load quantitation after CRISPR treatment. (A) EBV load after different CRISPR treatments by digital PCR. Cas9 and Cas9-oriP had two replicates,
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efficient genome-engineering technique whose sequence speci-
ficity can be easily programmed by an RNA molecule. Although
most applications of CRISPR have focused mainly on gene-function
studies, its original role as a prokaryotic immune system could
inspire a new approach for next-generation antiviral therapy.
With the appropriate guide RNA, the Cas9 enzyme can rec-
ognize and cleave virtually any viral genome (29). However,
off-target cleavage is a major concern for any nuclease ther-
apy. Single-molecule microscopy (30) and immunoprecipitation
assays (31, 32) have measured the off-target sites binding
behavior of the Cas9 endonuclease. ChiP-seq further allowed
unbiased detection of genome-wide Cas9 binding (31, 32). To-
gether with recent improvements on CRISPR target speci-
ficity with dual-guide RNA designs (33–35), these studies show
that off-target effects are not a substantial impediment to hu-
man genome-engineering applications and certainly do not
appear to be an obstacle for applications that target non-
human genomes (36).
When used for gene-function studies, CRISPR usually targets

key coding regions, aiming to disrupt protein production. We
designed guide RNAs for key EBV protein disruption, including
the double incision of the master regulator EBNA1. Despite effi-
cient DNA cleavage, we were surprised to see that the subsequently
repaired EBV genomes could still drive host-cell proliferation. This
finding could be because of functional redundancy from other
proteins or perhaps noncoding RNA in the massive EBV genome.
We obtained the best results by systematically destroying the entire
EBV genome using guide RNAs targeting several repeat regions,
thus maximizing the chance of DNA cleavage. Even with the
presence of DNA repair processes, we estimated that the possibility
of reconstructing the full genome from many smaller pieces is ex-
tremely low. Indeed, cleaving these repeat regions suppressed host-
cell proliferation as efficiently as using the full guide-RNA mixture.
Further development of the strategy reported here into a prac-

tical therapeutic will require more sophisticated approaches to
delivery. Although that is beyond the scope of this study, the next
steps in developing a therapy will take advantage of the vast
existing literature on gene therapy, as well as the numerous de-
livery technologies that have been developed for that purpose.
Adenovirus and the related adeno-associeated virus are promising

potential approaches because they do not integrate into the host’s
genome. One could also imagine using a delivery approach that
took advantage of the fact that many herpesvirus infections are
highly localized and would not necessarily require systemic treat-
ment. For example, HSV-1 latent infections are found only in
a few sensory neurons in the trigeminal ganglia, HSV-2 latent
infections are found only in genital dorsal root ganglia, and EBV
latent infections are found only in B cells. One could try to en-
gineer delivery viruses that mimic the cell-type tropism of the
target virus, design targeted delivery vehicles that are cell type
specific, or one could apply the delivery material directly to the
affected tissues.

Materials and Methods
Cell Culture. Burkitt’s lymphoma cell lines Raji, Namalwa, and DG-75 were
obtained from ATCC and cultured in RPMI 1640 supplemented with
10% (vol/vol) FBS and 1× PSA, following ATCC recommendations. Human
primary lung fibroblast IMR-90 was obtained from Coriell and cultured in
Advanced DMEM/F-12 supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) FBS and 1× PSA.

CRISPR/Cas9 Treatment. EBV-specific CRISPR/Cas9 plasmids were modified
from pX458 (11), to include the pmax promoter from Lonza, sgRNA(F+E) from
ref. 25, and EBV replication origin oriP from strain B95-8. We performed
DNA transfection with the Lonza Nucleofector II.

Flow Cytometry Analysis and Cell Sorting. We conducted flow cytometry
experiments on the BD FACSAria II machines in Stanford Stem Cell FACS Core.
Annexin V Alex647 (Life Technologies) was used following the manufacturer’s
recommendations.

DNA Analysis. Genomic DNA from flow-sorted cells was used for downstream
DNAanalysis. Digital PCRwas performedon the FluidigmBioMark system. Single-
cell whole-genome amplification was performed on the Fluidigm C1 system.

A complete description of the materials and methods is provided in SI
Materials and Methods. See Table S2 for PCR primers.
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SI Materials and Methods
Cell Culture. Burkitt’s lymphoma cell lines Raji, Namalwa, and
DG-75 were obtained from ATCC and cultured in RPMI 1640
supplemented with 10% FBS and PSA, following ATCC rec-
ommendations. Human primary lung fibroblast IMR-90 was
obtained from Coriell and cultured in Advanced DMEM/F-12
supplemented with 10% FBS and PSA.

Plasmid Cloning. We obtained pX458 from Addgene. A modified
CMVpromoter with a synthetic intron (pmax) was PCR amplified
from Lonza control plasmid pmax-GFP. A modified guide RNA
sgRNA(F+E) was ordered from IDT. Epstein–Barr virus (EBV)
replication origin oriP was PCR-amplified from B95-8 trans-
formed lymphoblastoid cell line GM12891. We used standard
cloning protocols to clone pmax, sgRNA(F+E) and oriP to pX458,
to replace the original CAG promoter, sgRNA and f1 origin. We
designed EBV sgRNA based on the B95-8 reference, and or-
dered DNA oligos from IDT. The original sgRNA place holder
in pX458 served as the negative control.

DNA Transfection. We used the Lonza Nucleofector II for DNA
delivery. Five million Raji or DG-75 cells were transfected with
5-μg plasmids in each 100-μL reaction. Cell line Kit V and
program M-013 were used following Lonza recommendation.

For IMR-90, one million cells were transfected with 5-μg plas-
mids in 100 μL Solution V, with program T-030 or X-005.

Flow Cytometry and Cell Sorting. Two days after transfection, we
sorted live GFP+ cells for further culture. Annexin V Alexa647
was purchased from Life Technologies and used following the
manufacturer’s instructions.

Cell Proliferation Measurement.Raji and DG-75 cells were counted
daily after initial flow sorting. IMR-90 cells were subcultured and
counted every 2 d after initial flow sorting. Cell counts were
normalized to the initial count 1 d after initial flow sorting. Five to
6 d after initial flow sorting (7–8 d after transfection), we sorted
the live and dead cells for DNA analysis.

DNA Analysis. DNA sequences flanking sgRNA targets were
PCR amplified with Phusion DNA polymerase (Table S2).
SURVEYOR assays were performed following the manu-
facturer’s instructions. DNA amplicons with large deletions were
TOPO-cloned and single colonies were used for Sanger se-
quencing. EBV load was measured with Taqman digital PCR on
Fluidigm BioMark. A Taqman assay targeting a conserved hu-
man locus was used for human DNA normalization. One
nanogram of single-cell whole-genome amplification products
from Fluidigm C1 were used for EBV quantitative PCR.

Fig. S1. SURVEYOR assay of EBV clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR). (Lane 1) New England Biolabs 100-bp ladder; (lane 2)
sgEBV1 control; (lane 3) sgEBV1; (lane 4) sgEBV5 control; (lane 5) sgEBV5; (lane 6) sgEBV7 control; (lane 7) sgEBV7; (lane 8) sgEBV4.
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Fig. S2. CRISPR cytotoxicity test with EBV− Burkitt’s lymphoma DG-75.

Fig. S3. CRISPR cytotoxicity test with primary human lung fibroblast IMR-90.

Table S1. Guide RNA target sequences

Guide RNA Sequence

sgEBV1 GCCCTGGACCAACCCGGCCC

sgEBV2 GGCCGCTGCCCCGCTCCGGG

sgEBB3 GGAAGACAATGTGCCGCCA

sgEBV4 TCTGGACCAGAAGGCTCCGG

sgEBV5 GCTGCCGCGGAGGGTGATGA

sgEBV6 GGTGGCCCACCGGGTCCGCT

sgEBV7 GTCCTCGAGGGGGCCGTCGC
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Table S2. PCR Primers

Primer Sequence

sgEBV1F TGCTAGGCCACCTTCTCAGT

sgEBV1R GTAGTGTGTGCCTGGGTGTG

sgEBV2F AGCATGGCGAAGTAGACAGG

sgEBV2R GCCCATTCGAACCCTACC

sgEBV3F TTTCAGACCCACCATGGAAT

sgEBV3R CCCATGAACCCAGTTAGAGG

sgEBV4F GGCTGCGAGTAATTGGTGAT

sgEBV4R CAATGCAACTTGGACGTTTTT

sgEBV5F GCTGAGGTTTTGAAGGATGC

sgEBV5R GGAGCTGAGTGACGTGACAA

sgEBV7F AGTAAGGGAAAGGGGGTGTG

sgEBV7R GACGTAGCCGCCCTACATAA

oriP_F CCACCAATTCCAACCATTTT

oriP_R CGCGGGGCAGTGCAT

EBNA1_qF CCTCCCTGGTTTCCACCTAT

EBNA1_qR CCTCCTTCATCTCCGTCATC

EBNA1_qP TCCGTCATCACCCTCCGC
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